THE ABS ADVANTAGE
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One year enrollment
in the Rapid Response
Damage Assessment
program

Discounts available
based on fleet volume

Support from an
established global
network of surveyors
and engineers

One of the largest and
most respected class
societies

OPTIMIZING FLEET EFFICIENCIES
Significant operational efficiencies can be gained by forging a mutually beneficial alliance between an owner
and a single class society. By consolidating a fleet under ABS class, owners are able to tap into the most powerful
suite of life cycle management tools available to the industry today.
When a vessel is transferred into ABS class, it automatically receives several value-added benefits, at no charge.
These include:
• Access to the My Eagle web portal
• Personalized account access to the ABS Eagle Survey Manager tool
• One year enrollment in the ABS Rapid Response Damage Assessment program
This package of programs provided by ABS forms a valuable tool that will help shipowners monitor the
condition of their vessels. Whether a single ship or an entire fleet, no classification society delivers a more
comprehensive or responsive suite of classification services than ABS.

CLIENT WEB PORTAL
A gateway to ABS services, the My Eagle web portal provides access to news, regulatory information, services and
software designed to assist ship operators in managing their classification services. Through My Eagle, users can
tap into a host of software programs, including Rule Manager, a searchable online database of ABS Rules and
IMO requirements. My Eagle also provides access to the HSQE tools designed for owners to quickly identify best
practices for upgrading their quality management systems or identify regulatory requirements based on specific
project details.
Also available through the My Eagle web portal is the ABS Eagle Engineering Manager, which is currently used
by thousands of ABS clients to manage the administration of their drawings throughout plan review. Used for
both new construction and modification projects, this secure program tracks the progress of multiple drawings
during the approval process, consolidating comments, generating reports and providing optional
email alerts.

SURVEY MANAGER
Through ABS Eagle Survey Manager, owners can track the survey status and history of each vessel within a fleet,
request surveys online and conduct sophisticated trend analyses between sister ships or across the entire fleet.
Owners are able to select the interval for receiving messages regarding upcoming and overdue surveys, and
multicolored timelines of survey due dates significantly diminish the need to view individual listings of survey
items such as hull, machinery and equipment. Furthermore, the user-friendly survey planning document
displays precise gauging, tank testing and close-up inspection requirements for each vessel.
Owners are able to review and download survey reports – from the complete survey status to the electronic
storage of plans, gauging data and digitized damage condition photographs. Survey Manager turns data into
information and information into a powerful new tool for owners to increase the operating efficiencies of their
fleet. Access to ABS Eagle Survey Manager is available to operators of any ABS-classed vessel through the My
Eagle web portal.
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